
SOLVE LIABILITY CASES, FRAUD AND 
IDENTITY THEFT FASTER
3VR protects facilities and staff, reduces losses and 
limits liability by adding a robust new layer of visual 
security to security infrastructure:

 Rapidly investigate incidents and provide insights 
to hospital administration and law enforcement 
with high-quality video capture and video search

 Reduce pharmacy, supply and asset loss when 
utilizing RFID integration

 Deter patient identity theft and prevent erroneous 
claims with 3VR Facial Surveillance

 Protect public health by monitoring practices in 
medical preparation environments

 Solve fraudulent insurance claims in your parking 
garage by searching on license plate, color or size 
of the vehicle

PROTECT PATIENTS, STAFF AND ASSETS 
BETTER WITH VIDEO INTEGRATION WITH 
KEY HOSPITAL BUSINESS AND SECURITY 
SYSTEMS
With 3VR, loss prevention and security profession-
als can quickly search years of stored video, and 
correlate visual intelligence with existing enterprise 
systems to:

 Protect infants with video integration with infant 
alerting and abduction systems

 Protect against patient elopement with video that 
allows security staff to respond quickly and more 
effectively 

 Alert and rapidly respond when patients wander 
beyond an established area or through an exit and 
use video to find location quickly

 Protect restricted areas and flag unauthorized 
entries to facilities faster with integrated video 
with access control systems to monitor restricted 
area entry and exit

 Protect valuable assets by integrating video with 
real-time asset tracking systems

GROW PATIENT SATISFACTION BY 
OPTIMIZING STAFFING, TRAINING AND 
PATIENT CARE
3VR allows healthcare facilities to improve patient 
care and overall satisfaction by revealing unprece-
dented new insights into staff behaviors and opera-
tional performance:

 Optimize staffing decisions to decrease patient 
wait times with patented video analytics

 Monitor waiting times of patients to meet service 
level goals

 Improve patient service with integrating video with 
training programs for hospital staff

 Improve staff retention programs by investing in 
video surveillance security to help keep them safe

3VR transforms the capabilities of security teams 
and hospital staff by allowing them to:

Solve liability cases, fraud and identity theft faster 
with patented technology that searches weeks of 
video in seconds

Protect patients, staff, and property from unauthor-
ized access events, patient wandering and fraudulent 
insurance claims

Grow revenues by changing the way patient and 
staff interaction is observed, analyzed and precisely 
applied to operations, all while reducing hospital 
liability and delivering a higher level of care

3VR by idEntiv vision point™ 
FOR HEALTHCARE

3VR by Identiv’s Vision Point™ revolutionizes the way in which video is stored, 
managed, searched, analyzed, and correlated with access control, alarm panel, 
and other systems.



3VR by IdEntiv SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE

3VR's Vision Point™ SEARCH

3VR's Vision Point™ is powered by our patented, 
award-winning search engine, which drives ROI by 
delivering instant video search results.

3VR CAMERA SUPPORT
3VR eases the transition from analog to IP with 
hybrid solutions.

 Analog

 PTZ

 IP

 Megapixel

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ is compatible 
with products made by American Dynamics, Axis, 
Arecont Vision, Extreme CCTV, IQinvision, Pana-
sonic, Pelco, SONY and other leading manufacturers.  
3VR’s open platform facilitates the easy addition of 
products from other companies.

3VR's Vision Point™ ANALYTICS  
Hospitals can solve crimes, dynamically recognize 
threats, and optimize their customer service and mar-
keting operations using 3VR VIP analytics including:

Facial Surveillance

License Plate Recognition

Advanced Object Tracking

People Counting

Dwell and Loitering

Queue Line Analysis  

Customer Not Present 

In addition, investigators can use 3VR’s patented 
Similarity Search™ to identify and track thieves  
and vehicles in cases across multiple locations.

3VR's Vision Point™ ENTERPRISE 
APPLICATIONS
3VR's Enterprise Applications provide central  
system administration and include configuration  
templates that can be applied across a hospital’s  
systems and infrastructure. With 3VR, roles, users, 
and permissions are also centrally managed.

In addition, 3VR’s optional Redundant Array Inde-
pendent Disk (RAID) Enterprise Health Monitoring 
prevents video or data loss, and alerts operators  to 
malfunctioning cameras, failing hard drives, and 
unusual intervals in data receipt.

3VR's Vision Point™ DATA INTEGRATION
Security professionals can investigate, respond to 
and evaluate threats by integrating facial recognition 
and other alerts with POS, access control and alarm 
systems, and RFID and sensors.

3VR's Vision Point™ APPLIANCES
3VR appliances are a range of robust, scalable 
appliances that record, store, index, search and  
manage video, while running 3VR’s award-winning 
suite of analytics, integration tools, and applications.

S-Series

P-Series

X-Series
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